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I shall have to stay here for at least three months more—h<
much longer, is yet to be seen. I have sent another offer1, a co
of which will be sent to you by Mr* Polak, You will see from
that I wish to include South Africa and our group2 in India.
I am not quite well yet, but not confined to bed either,
take short walks.  Let us see what effects that will have.  Tod
is the third day since I started.
It does not seem likely that I shall go to France, I may hg
probably to go where our wounded soldiers are. Perhaps Ba a
Mr, Kallenbach may also be able to join me. The latter has be
staying with me and will remain with me for the time being. '.
has had to take out a pass. He suffers no inconvenience, thouj
I am sending Chi. MaganlaPs letters with this.   I have
ready sent some matter [for Indian Opinion] to you,   I have b<
able to do nothing after that.  I hope to be able to write r
keep well.   Miss Smith3 told me again yesterday that she coi
nues to send contributions regularly.
Ba keeps excellent health. Here she is exercising the utor
control over the palate. Now, we go out for a short walk.
Blessings^
mohan
From a photostat of the Gujarati original in Gandhiji's hand: S. N. 6
410.   LETTER TO G. f. GOKHALE
[LOND<
November 6, 1
DEAR MR. GOKHALE,
I saw your letter to Mr. Kallenbach. I have been out of
for the last five days and am slowly regaining my strength, PI
do not worry about me.
You will be pleased to learn that the quarrel with Col. B
has been adjusted. He has conceded the two points for w!
we were fighting.
1	This is not available*
2	The reference is to the Phoenix party.
3	She tjsed to -writs a newsletter from Lon4on for Indian Opinion,

